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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY
Equal Employment Opportunity :
Commission, : Civil Action No.:2:10-cv-03095-JMV-DEA





This cause of action was initiated on June 17, 2010 by the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”), an agency of the United States Government, to correct 
unlawful employment practices on the basis of race, and to provide appropriate relief to a class 
of potential and actual applicants who were adversely affected by such practices. Specifically, 
EEOC alleged that FAPS, Inc. violated Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended 
(“Title VII”) and engaged in an ongoing pattern or practice of race discrimination against 
African Americans in recruitment and hiring, by relying almost exclusively on word-of-mouth 
recruiting practices that deterred and prevented African Americans from applying and resulted in 
FAPS, Inc.’s refusal or failure to hire African American applicants. EEOC also alleged that 
FAPS, Inc. refused to hire qualified African Americans who did apply for available positions and 
instead hired less qualified or similarly qualified non-African American applicants, and falsely 
told a number of African-American applicants that no positions were available when, in fact, 
FAPS, Inc. was hiring non-African American applicants. EEOC additionally alleged that FAPS, 
Inc. violated the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) by making improper preemployment 
disability-related inquiries of applicants.
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The parties desire to settle this action, and stipulate to the entry of this Decree as final and 
binding between the parties and FAPS, Inc.’s parent organizations, officers, agents, successors, 
assigns, full or partial purchasers, subsidiaries, affiliates and any other corporation or other entity 
into which FAPS, Inc., may merge, or with which FAPS, Inc. may consolidate.
The terms of this Decree represent the full and complete agreement of the parties. The 
parties have agreed that this Decree may be entered into without findings of fact and conclusions 
of law having been made and entered by the Court.
No waiver, modification or amendment of any provision of this Consent decree shall be 
effective unless made in writing, approved by all parties to the Consent Decree and approved or 
ordered by the Court.
The Court finds that it has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action and the 
parties for purposes of the action, entry of the Consent Decree, and all proceedings related to the 
Consent Decree.
The Court, having examined the terms and provisions of the Consent Decree, further 
finds that it is reasonable and just in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and 
Title VII.
The Court further finds that entry of this Consent Decree will further the objectives of 
Title VII and will be in the best interests of the parties, those for whom the EEOC seeks relief, 
and the public interest.
In consideration of the mutual promises and agreements contained in this Decree, the 
sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows, the Court finds 
appropriate, and it is therefore ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:
A. GENERAL PROVISIONS
2
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1. This Consent Decree resolves the issues raised in EEOC’s Complaint in this case 
and the issues raised in EEOC Charge Number 524-2008-00149, which served as the 
jurisdictional prerequisite in this case. This Consent Decree does not resolve any charge of 
discrimination currently pending before EEOC, or any charge that may be filed in the future, 
other than Charge Number 524-2008-00149. EEOC reserves all rights to proceed with any 
matters not covered in this Consent Decree including but not limited to the investigation and 
litigation of any pending or future charges or claims against FAPS, Inc.
2. The Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this action and over the parties, 
venue is proper, and all administrative prerequisites have been met.
3. FAPS, Inc. will not contest the validity of this Consent Decree.
4. FAPS, Inc. will not contest the jurisdiction of the United States District Court to 
enforce this Consent Decree and its terms, or the right o f EEOC to bring an enforcement action 
or proceeding upon the breach of any term of this Consent Decree by FAPS, Inc.
5. Before any merger, sale, consolidation, transfer of ownership, or corporate 
reorganization, and in order to ensure full and continuous compliance with the terms of this 
Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will provide written notice o f this lawsuit, together with a copy of 
the Complaint and this Consent Decree, to any actual or potential purchaser of its business, or 
any portion of the business or its assets, and to any other potential purchaser, successor, assign, 
corporation or entity with which FAPS, Inc. may merge or consolidate. FAPS, Inc. will also 
provide written notice to EEOC 30 calendar days before any sale, assignment, succession, 
acquisition, merger, or consolidation affecting FAPS, Inc.
6. By entering into this Decree, FAPS, Inc. does not admit the allegations of the 
Complaint or that it has any liability for the conduct alleged therein.
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7. This Decree shall apply to all of FAPS’ current and future work locations and 
facilities.
B. INJUNCTIONS
8. FAPS, Inc., and its officers, managers, agents, successors, assigns, full or partial 
purchasers, subsidiaries, affiliates and any other corporation or other entity into which FAPS, 
Inc. may merge, or with which FAPS, Inc. may consolidate, are enjoined from refusing to hire 
any individual because of the individual’s race.
9. FAPS, Inc., and its officers, managers, agents, successors, assigns, full or partial 
purchasers, subsidiaries, affiliates and any other corporation or other entity into which FAPS,
Inc. may merge, or with which FAPS, Inc. may consolidate, are enjoined from:
a. Relying on word-of-mouth recruiting as the primary means of recruiting 
and hiring job applicants;
b. Discouraging African-American applicants and prospective applicants 
from completing the employment application process, including but not 
limited to
i. failing to advise African-American applicants who do not hold a 
Waterfront Commission license that they must obtain a license 
from the Waterfront Commission in order to be employed by 
FAPS, Inc. and failing to provide African-American applicants 
with a sponsorship letter and instructions on how to apply for and 
obtain a license from the Waterfront Commission;
ii. advising African-American applicants or potential applicants that 
FAPS, Inc. does not have any job openings when FAPS, Inc. in 
fact does have job openings or is otherwise sponsoring or hiring 
job applicants;
iii. advising African-American applicants or potential applicants that 
the Waterfront Commission is unlikely to issue a license to persons 
with a criminal conviction record.
c. Asking applicants for entry-level positions to list all languages in which 
they are fluent, other than English.
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d. Making pre-hire inquiries about the physical, mental, or medical 
condition(s), limitation(s), and/or disability of job applicants.
10. FAPS, Inc. and its managers, officers, agents, and any other person or entity 
acting on its behalf, are hereby enjoined from failing to make, keep, preserve, and retain all 
applications, application materials (e.g., resumes, letters, inquiries, e-mails), and 
communications between FAPS, Inc. and any third party (e.g-., job-posting website, newspaper) 
regarding recruitment efforts or advertisements for employment, and any other materials which 
reflect information provided to or from FAPS, Inc. regarding job applicants (e.g., sponsorship 
letters, communications to or from OneStop Programs and/or the Waterfront Commission).
11. FAPS, Inc., its officers, mangers, agents, successors, assigns, full or partial 
purchasers, subsidiaries, affiliates, and any other corporation or other entity into which FAPS, 
Inc. may merge, or with which FAPS, Inc. may consolidate, are hereby enjoined from retaliating 
against any individual because that individual: (a) is a beneficiary of this Consent Decree; (b) has 
provided information, assistance, or participated in any other manner in the investigation or 
litigation of this matter; or (c) has engaged in protected activity under Title VII.
12. FAPS, Inc. will make diligent, good faith efforts to recruit, sponsor, and hire 
qualified African Americans. FAPS, Inc. shall at all times use the same criteria for hiring 
African Americans as are used when hiring non-African Americans. FAPS, Inc.’s efforts to 
increase its hiring of qualified African-American applicants shall include:
(1) Advertising available positions in publications and media targeted to the 
African-American community, particularly in Essex and Union Counties;
(2) Participation in at least one job/career fair annually in Essex and Union 
Counties.
13. Within 30 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will 
solicit applications from graduates of vocational and technical schools in Essex, Union, and
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Hudson Counties that have automotive programs in an effort to recruit African Americans.
Every six months, FAPS, Inc. will send to EEOC all communications and agreements between it 
and the schools detailing the partnership arrangements with the schools.
14. Within 30 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will 
adopt, implement, and maintain a recruiting plan, attached as Exhibit A, to recruit African 
Americans and to hire qualified African-American applicants, including a plan for job 
announcements, advertisements in print, radio, local cable television, internet, and other media 
sources, and outreach to community organizations that are likely to reach qualified African- 
American applicants to inform them of job opportunities at FAPS, Inc., and including a plan to 
advise applicants on how they can obtain a Waterfront Commission license for positions that 
require such a license.
15. FAPS, Inc. will maintain complete and accurate records of all efforts to recruit, 
sponsor, and hire qualified African-Americans, including at a minimum (a) the methods used to 
recruit applicants; (b) a list containing the name, address, telephone number, social security 
number, and race o f all applicants, whether or not the applicant was provided a sponsorship letter 
and subsequently hired, and reasons therefor, date of application, dates of employment with 
FAPS, Inc., names and job titles o f all persons conducting each interview and making decisions 
on whether or not to sponsor and/or hire a particular applicant; (c) job applications of all 
applicants; (d) instructions provided to applicants on how to obtain a Waterfront Commission 
license, if  applicable, including a copy of the sponsorship letter provided to each applicant; (e) 
job descriptions and qualifications for the positions filled; (f) interview questions and answers, 
and all records, notes and documents concerning interviews. Within three months of the entry o f 
this Consent Decree, and every three months thereafter, FAPS, Inc. will provide the list set forth
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in subparagraph (b) to EEOC as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet in electronic .xls format, and will 
provide the other records to EEOC within 7 calendar days of a request for such records by 
EEOC.
C. APPOINTMENT OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY COORDINATOR AND TOLL- 
FREE NUMBER FOR REPORTING COMPLAINTS
16. Within 21 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will
appoint an Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinator (EEO Coordinator), a person approved 
by EEOC, with experience in human resources and having specialized knowledge of federal laws 
prohibiting employment discrimination. The EEO Coordinator will have day-to-day 
responsibility for:
a. ensuring that FAPS, Inc. complies with this Consent Decree and complies 
with federal laws prohibiting employment discrimination;
b. overseeing FAPS Inc.’s recruitment plan, its partnership with vocational 
schools, and its efforts to recruit, sponsor, and hire qualified African- 
American applicants;
c. receiving, investigating, and resolving reports, complaints or allegations of 
discrimination, and/or retaliation;
d. arranging training of all supervisors, managers, and employees as required 
by this Consent Decree;
e. ensuring that all notices and postings required by this Consent Decree are 
issued and maintained as required by this Consent Decree;
f. maintaining records required by anti-discrimination laws and this Consent 
Decree and forwarding reports and records to EEOC as required by this 
Consent Decree;
g. imposing or recommending appropriate discipline on supervisors, 
managers, or employees who are found to have engaged in discrimination 
or retaliation;
h. regularly attending training, and taking other steps, including membership 
in professional organizations, to keep abreast of developments in federal 
anti-discrimination laws.
7
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17. FAPS, Inc. will give its full cooperation to the EEO Coordinator in the 
performance of the EEO Coordinator’s responsibilities under this Consent Decree and will pay 
all costs, fees and expenses of the EEO Coordinator. FAPS, Inc. will give the EEO Coordinator 
full access to FAPS, Inc.’s officers, managers, supervisors, forepersons, employees, vendors, 
contractors, and documents and records related to the performance of the EEO Coordinator’s 
responsibilities under this Consent Decree.
18. If the person or entity appointed as the EEO Coordinator ceases to act as EEO 
Coordinator for any reason, FAPS, Inc. will provide written notice to EEOC of the need to 
designate a new EEO Coordinator, state the reasons why the EEO Coordinator is ceasing to act 
in that role, and, subject to EEOC approval, identify another qualified person or entity who is 
knowledgeable and experienced in laws prohibiting employment discrimination and in 
appropriate investigative practices and techniques, to assume the role of EEO Coordinator. 
FAPS, Inc. must provide notice to EEOC within 7 calendar days of the day that FAPS, Inc. 
learns that the person or entity appointed as the EEO Coordinator is ceasing to act as EEO 
Coordinator. If EEOC does not approve the appointment of the proposed new EEO Coordinator, 
FAPS, Inc. will, within 14 calendar days of learning of EEOC’s decision, immediately propose a 
new EEO Coordinator for EEOC approval.
19. Within 30 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will 
establish a confidential, toll-free “hot-line” to receive reports of suspected discrimination or 
retaliation. The telephone will be answered Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 
p.m. by the EEO Coordinator and at other times will have an answering device to record 
incoming messages. The hot-line telephone number will be included in all relevant FAPS, Inc.
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policies and procedures, and will be posted at FAPS, Inc.’s headquarters and at all its job sites in 
places that are physically and visually accessible to employees and applicants.
D. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
20. Within 30 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will 
adopt, implement and maintain written policies and procedures prohibiting discrimination in all 
phases of the employment process including recruiting, sponsorship, hiring, retention, and 
promotion. The written policies and procedures must also contain anti-retaliation policies and 
procedures. The written policies and procedures will contain policies and procedures for 
receiving, investigating and resolving reports, complaints or allegations of discrimination, and 
retaliation and provide for a toll-free number that individuals can call to report suspected 
discrimination, and/or retaliation to the EEO Coordinator. The written policies and procedures 
will specify the duties and responsibilities of the EEO Coordinator and the obligation of FAPS, 
Inc., its officers, managers, supervisors, forepersons, agents and employees to give their full 
cooperation to the EEO Coordinator in the performance of the EEO Coordinator’s duties under 
this Consent Decree. The written policies and procedures will include a disciplinary policy that 
will provide for appropriate discipline of any manager, supervisor, or employee who violates 
these policies. A copy of the written policies and procedures is attached as Exhibit B. The 
attachment of FAPS, Inc.’s policies and procedures to this Decree is not a representation by 
EEOC that FAPS, Inc. has been or is compliant with federal anti-discrimination laws.
21. Within 30 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will 
distribute a copy of Exhibit B to all of its employees and job applicants. FAPS, Inc. will 
distribute a copy of the written policies and procedures to all new employees at the time such 
individuals start their employment with FAPS, Inc. and will distribute a copy of the written
9
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policies and procedures to all applicants at the time such individuals indicate that they are 
interested in applying for a position with FAPS, Inc. FAPS, Inc. will redistribute the written 
policies and procedures to all employees annually on the anniversary date of the entry of this 
Consent Decree.
22. Within 45 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will send 
EEOC written verification that FAPS, Inc. has distributed a copy of Exhibit B to all of its 
employees and applicants. Annually, on the anniversary date of the entry of this Consent 
Decree, FAPS, Inc. will send EEOC written verification that these written policies and 
procedures have been given to all new employees and applicants and redistributed annually to all 
employees.
E. NOTICES AND POSTINGS
23. Within 14 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will 
conspicuously post and maintain, at FAPS, Inc.’s headquarters and at all job sites, in places that 
are physically and visually accessible to all of FAPS, Inc.’s employees, applicants, and potential 
applicants, a copy of Exhibit C.
24. Within 14 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will 
conspicuously post and maintain a copy of all EEO posters as required by federal law, at FAPS, 
Inc.’s job sites and buildings, in places that are physically and visually accessible to all of FAPS, 
Inc.’s employees, applicants, and potential applicants.
25. Within 14 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will 
conspicuously post and maintain, at all FAPS, Inc.’s facilities, job sites and buildings, in places 
that are physically and visually accessible to all of FAPS, Inc.’s employees, applicants, and 
potential applicants a copy of the remedial Notice of Lawsuit and Settlement (Notice), a copy of
10
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which is attached as Exhibit C, printed on EEOC letterhead, and will provide a copy to all 
applicants and potential applicants.
26. Within 14 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc.’s owners 
and chief executives will send a memorandum to all employees and applicants emphasizing 
FAPS, Inc. s commitment to abide by all federal laws prohibiting employment discrimination, 
including laws prohibiting race discrimination, and retaliation. The memorandum will also 
introduce the EEO Coordinator and explain the duties of the EEO Coordinator. The 
memorandum will include the telephone number that FAPS, Inc. has established to report or 
complain of suspected discrimination, or retaliation. FAPS, Inc. will distribute a copy of the 
memorandum to all new employees at the time such individuals become employees, and to all 
applicants at the time such individuals indicate that they are interested in applying for a position 
with FAPS, Inc., and will conspicuously post and maintain a copy of the memorandum at FAPS, 
Inc. s offices, job sites, and buildings in places that are physically and visually accessible to all 
of FAPS, Inc. s employees and applicants. A copy of the memorandum is attached as Exhibit D.
27. Within 14 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will send 
written verification to EEOC that the EEO poster, policies and procedures, remedial Notice, and 
memorandum by FAPS, Inc.’s owners and chief executives have been posted and distributed as 
required by this Consent Decree.
F. TRAINING
28. Within 90 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, and thereafter on an 
annual basis, FAPS, Inc. will provide all of its employees with 3 hours of training in federal laws 
prohibiting discrimination in employment, with a special emphasis on laws prohibiting race 
discrimination, and retaliation. FAPS, Inc. shall provide 14 calendar days’ written notice to
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EEOC of the time, date, and location of such training and FAPS, Inc. understands that EEOC has 
the right to attend any training conducted by FAPS, Inc. pursuant to this Consent Decree. The 
training must address FAPS, Inc.’s policies and procedures prohibiting employment 
discrimination, including policies and procedures prohibiting race discrimination, and retaliation, 
and describe the methods for reporting incidents of suspected race discrimination, and retaliation. 
The training must also address how FAPS, Inc. will investigate reports, complaints, or 
allegations of suspected race discrimination, and retaliation, and FAPS, Inc.’s policies and 
procedures for resolving such reports, complaints or allegations. The training must identify the 
EEO Coordinator, explain the responsibilities of the EEO Coordinator, and identify the telephone 
number that can be used to report suspected incidents of race discrimination, or retaliation.
FAPS, Inc. must also provide this training to all new employees within 14 calendar days of hire. 
The training will be conducted by a third party instructor approved by EEOC, an outside vendor 
skilled in providing such training. The content of the training will first be submitted for EEOC 
approval. FAPS, Inc. must maintain records identifying the name and job title of attendees at 
each training session and must provide a copy of such records to EEOC within 7 calendar days 
of each session.
29. Within 45 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, and then on an 
annual basis, FAPS, Inc. will provide all of its officers, managers, supervisors, EEO Coordinator 
and persons having human resources or hiring functions with no fewer than 8 hours of training in 
laws prohibiting employment discrimination. FAPS, Inc. shall provide 14 calendar days written 
notice to EEOC of the time, date, and location of such training and FAPS, Inc. understands that 
EEOC has the right to attend any training conducted by FAPS, Inc. pursuant to this Consent 
Decree. This training will have a special emphasis on laws prohibiting race discrimination, and
12
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retaliation. The training will address issues of stereotypes and biases against African Americans 
and will emphasize that stereotypes and bias may not be used as a basis for employment 
decisions or in the treatment o f employees or applicants. The training will stress that FAPS, Inc. 
will make diligent, good faith efforts to recruit, sponsor and hire qualified African Americans. 
The training will discuss the partnership FAPS, Inc. has with vocational schools and the 
recruiting plan FAPS, Inc. will implement as part of this Consent Decree to obtain job 
applications from and to sponsor and hire African-American applicants, including the plan for 
job announcements, advertisements in print, radio, local cable television, internet, and other 
media sources, and outreach to community organizations that are likely to reach qualified 
African- American applicants to inform them of job opportunities at FAPS, Inc. The training 
will also include a review of the requirement that FAPS, Inc. provide a sponsorship letter to each 
and every African-American applicant and provide instruction on how to obtain a Waterfront 
Commission license for positions that require such a license. The training will also address 
FAPS, Inc.’s policies and procedures prohibiting employment discrimination, including policies 
and procedures prohibiting race discrimination, and retaliation, and describe the methods for 
reporting incidents of suspected race discrimination, and retaliation. The training will stress that 
officers, managers, supervisors and forepersons must set the tone for enforcement of FAPS, 
Inc.’s policies and procedures and that they must be especially careful not to engage in race 
discrimination, and that FAPS, Inc. will have a zero tolerance policy for incidents of race 
discrimination, or retaliation by its officers, managers or supervisors. The training will also 
address how FAPS, Inc. will investigate reports, complaints or allegations of suspected race 
discrimination, and retaliation, and FAPS, Inc.’s policies and procedures for resolving such 
reports, complaints, or allegations. The training will identify the EEO Coordinator, explain the
13
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responsibilities of the EEO Coordinator, and identify the telephone number that can be used to 
report suspected incidents of race discrimination, or retaliation. The training will instruct the 
officers, managers, and supervisors that if  they learn of or see possible incidents or reports of 
race discrimination, or retaliation, they are required to immediately report it to the EEO 
Coordinator. The training will stress that officers, managers and supervisors have an obligation 
to cooperate with the EEO Coordinator. The training will stress that retaliation against 
individuals who engage in protected activity under Title VII will not be tolerated, and that 
individuals who engage in race discrimination, or retaliation will be disciplined. FAPS, Inc. will 
also provide this training to all new officers, managers, supervisors, EEO Coordinator, and 
persons having human resources or hiring functions within 7 calendar days of the date the 
employee assumes such managerial or supervisory responsibilities. The training will be 
conducted by a third party instructor approved by EEOC, an outside vendor skilled in providing 
such training. FAPS, Inc. must maintain records identifying the name and job title of attendees 
at each training session and must provide a copy of such records to EEOC within 7 calendar days 
of each session.
G. MONETARY RELIEF
30. Within 10 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will pay 
$125,000 into a Claims Fund as defined below in paragraph 34.
31. Within 30 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will pay 
$25,000 into a Claims Fund (as defined below).
32. Within 270 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will pay 
$100,000 into a Claims Fund (as defined below).
14
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33. Within 540 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will pay 
$100,000 into a Claims Fund (as defined below).
34. Claimants, those persons identified by EEOC, will receive shares of the Claims 
Fund as determined in the sole discretion of EEOC.
35. Within 10 calendar days of the entry of this Decree, and within 10 calendar days 
of each of the three subsequent payments made by FAPS, Inc. pursuant to paragraphs 31, 32 and 
33, EEOC will provide FAPS, Inc. with a list of all claimants to whom the Claims Fund is to be 
distributed, along with the addresses and amounts to be distributed to each claimant. Within five 
calendar days of receipt of this list, FAPS, Inc. will send checks via certified mail to the 
claimants identified by EEOC, as provided by EEOC. FAPS, Inc. will issue an IRS Form W2 in 
connection with all backpay awards and an IRS Form 1099 in connection with all awards for 
compensatory and/or punitive damages.
36. Should any claimant fail to claim his or her award by cashing his or her check 
within 60 calendar days of issuance, such award will be redistributed in accordance with EEOC’s 
instructions. FAPS, Inc. shall notify EEOC of any unclaimed funds 65 calendar days after such 
funds have been distributed and will distribute the unclaimed funds within 14 calendar days after 
receiving instructions on the redistribution from EEOC.
37. Should FAPS, Inc. fail to tender the payments in accordance with paragraphs 30­
33:
a. all payments which remain due shall become due and payable within 10 
calendar days of such default, and,
b. FAPS, Inc. will pay interest on the defaulted payment at the rate calculated 
pursuant to 26 U.S.C. Section 6621(b) until the same is paid, and bear any
15
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additional costs incurred by the EEOC caused by the non-compliance or delay of 
FAPS, Inc. and
c. FAPS, Inc. will pay a penalty equal to 50% of the amount of the defaulted 
payment, and
d. FAPS, Inc.’s failure to make timely and full payments in accordance with the 
schedule set forth in paragraphs 30-33 constitutes willful contempt of this Decree 
such that any and all fees incurred by EEOC in pursuing payment and other 
remedies shall be awarded;
e. The disbursement of any penalty, interest, costs, and fees will be determined in 
the sole discretion of EEOC.
38. In the event that FAPS, Inc., for any reason whatsoever, including bankruptcy, 
reorganization, or dissolution, does not pay or cause to be paid any of the installment payments 
described herein, including any part thereof, on the date said payment is scheduled to be made 
and such non-payment continues for fourteen (14) business days (a “Default”), then, within 
seven (7) business days after EEOC provides written notice of Default, Gary LoBue, 
individually, and August LoBue, individually, agree to pay all amounts then due and owing 
under Section G of this Decree, without further act or deed by any person or entity, and without 
further notice to or order of the Court. Any bankruptcy, reorganization or dissolution of FAPS, 
Inc. or any successor or assign shall have no effect on the obligation of Gary LoBue, 
individually, and August LoBue, individually, who agree, to make all payments due and owing 
under this Consent Decree. Nothing herein shall obligate Gary LoBue, individually, and August 
LoBue, individually, to make any payment before such payment would otherwise be due and 
owing under this Consent Decree.
16
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39. Gary LoBue, individually, and August LoBue, individually, agree to subject 
themselves to the jurisdiction of the Court and agree that, in the event that the provisions of 
paragraphs 30-34 are breached, a final judgment will be entered against each of them for the 
remaining payment due and owing under the terms of the Decree and that they will not contest 
the enforceability of their obligations under this paragraph.
40. In the event that the provisions of paragraphs 30-34 are breached, Gary LoBue, 
individually, and August LoBue, individually, also agree that EEOC is not required to first 
enforce against any other entity any liability or obligation before seeking enforcement thereof 
against them.
41. In the event that the provisions of paragraphs 30-34 are breached, Gary LoBue, 
individually, and August LoBue, individually, acknowledge and agree that an action may be 
brought and maintained against them by EEOC to enforce any liability or obligation without the 
necessity of joining FAPS, Inc. or any other person or entity in such action. Gary LoBue, 
individually, and August LoBue, individually, agree to pay all costs and fees reasonably and 
necessarily incurred by EEOC in enforcing this provision.
H. HIRING GOALS
42. FAPS, Inc. shall make diligent, good faith efforts to hire qualified African- 
American candidates. It agrees to make every effort to hire African Americans over the next 5 
years, in the following proportions of the total applicant pool beginning June 1,2016 and as 
specified for each of the following years:
June 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016: 25% of newly hired warehouse workers will be
African American;
17
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January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017: 25% of newly hired warehouse workers will be 
African American;
January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018: 25% of newly hired warehouse workers will be 
African American;
January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019: 25% of newly hired warehouse workers will be 
African American;
January 1, 2020 to Junel, 2021: 20% of newly hired warehouse workers will be African 
American;
43. FAPS’ failure to achieve the hiring goals set forth in paragraph 42 above will not, 
absent other evidence, be considered a violation of the Decree if FAPS proves that it used good 
faith efforts to meet the hiring goals. In the event that FAPS, Inc. fails to achieve a hiring goal 
for a particular period, it shall present to EEOC proof that such failure was not the result of 
failure to use good faith efforts to recruit, sponsor, and hire African Americans and shall respond 
to EEOC’s request for any additional information within 14 days of such request. Failure to 
respond to an EEOC request for additional information pursuant to this provision shall give rise 
to a presumption that the failure to meet the hiring goals was the result of failure to use good 
faith efforts to recruit, sponsor, and hire African Americans in violation of this Decree. If, after 
review of the evidence, EEOC seeks to challenge FAPS Inc.’s failure to meet an interim or final 
hiring goal, FAPS, Inc. shall have the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that 
they used good faith efforts.
44. Any person identified by EEOC as a Claimant who applies for employment with 
FAPS, Inc. will be offered the position first among similarly-qualified candidates for the same 
position.
18
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45. Within 10 business days of the date that this Decree is entered by the Court, 
EEOC will provide to FAPS, Inc. a list of individuals for possible instatement at FAPS, Inc. (the 
“Hiring List”). The Hiring List shall include all eligible Claimants who indicate an interest in 
instatement at FAPS, Inc., along with the individual’s address and/or phone number and resume.
46. Within 7 calendar days of receiving the Hiring List, FAPS, Inc. shall provide each 
individual on the Hiring List with a sponsorship letter and instructions regarding the procedure 
for obtaining a license from the Waterfront Commission.
47. Should FAPS, Inc. learn at any time that the contact information on the Hiring 
List is incorrect, incomplete, or ineffective, FAPS, Inc. shall notify the EEOC within 10 calendar 
days of learning the defect. The EEOC will then notify FAPS, Inc. of any corrected or updated 
contact information.
48. To the extent that FAPS, Inc. seeks to fill a new or vacant position, the individuals 
listed on the Hiring List who meet the minimum qualifications will be interviewed, sponsored, 
and if issued a license by the Waterfront Commission, will be given priority consideration for 
hire.
49. FAPS, Inc. will not be required to offer employment to an individual on the 
Hiring List when that individual affirmatively states that he or she is no longer interested in the 
job, when an individual rejects a job offer without a reasonable explanation, or if  an individual’s 
application for a license has been denied by the Waterfront Commission.
50. If FAPS, Inc. objects to or rejects an individual on the Hiring List, it will notify 
EEOC of its position and provide a written rationale and all documents which support its 
position, including documents which reflect the qualifications of the person hired instead of the 
individual on the Hiring List, within 7 calendar days of making the rejection decision. If EEOC
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objects to FAPS, Inc.’s objection to or rejection of an individual, it will provide FAPS, Inc., with 
its objections and the reasons therefore in writing, as well as any documentation supporting its 
objections. Upon receiving such written notice of objections, FAPS, Inc. will reconsider the 
rejection of the individual and provide any additional information reasonably requested by 
EEOC regarding the decision within 7 calendar days of receiving notice of the objection. Any 
such disagreement regarding the qualifications of the individual on the Hiring List will be 
decided by the EEO Coordinator.
51. Within thirty (30) calendar days of the creation of the Hiring List and every thirty 
(30) calendar days thereafter until such time that the list is exhausted, FAPS, Inc. will submit to 
EEOC a report containing the names of all individuals on the Hiring List who, during that 
reporting period, were offered employment, the job title and location of the positions that they 
were offered, whether the offers were accepted or rejected, and, to the extent not already hired, 
the names of all claimants FAPS, Inc. determined not to be qualified or otherwise did not hire for 
the job titles sought, and the reason(s) they were not selected for the job title(s) sought.
52. FAPS, Inc. shall maintain complete and accurate records of all efforts to hire 
qualified African-American candidates, as set forth in paragraph 45, including at a minimum: (1) 
the identity of all applicants and candidates; (2) race; (3) application documents; (4) a copy of 
the Sponsorship letter given to each applicant and any correspondence to or from the Waterfront 
Commission, (5) number of African-American candidates hired. Such records shall be retained 
for the duration of this Consent Decree. Within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of the entry 
of this Decree, and every thirty (30) calendar days thereafter, FAPS, Inc. shall provide such 
information to EEOC in electronic form as an Excel spreadsheet. EEOC retains the right to 
request production of this information at any time in its discretion.
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I. MONITORING AND REPORTING
53. EEOC may monitor FAPS, Inc.’s compliance with the Consent Decree through 
unannounced inspection of FAPS, Inc.’s premises, records and interviews with employees.
54. Within 30 calendar days of the entry of this Consent Decree, FAPS, Inc. will 
begin to maintain and thereafter will continue to maintain records of all reports, complaints or 
allegations of race discrimination, and will comply with EEOC’s record-keeping regulations. 
Every three months, FAPS, Inc. will provide EEOC with a report summarizing all reports, 
complaints or allegations of suspected race discrimination FAPS, Inc. has received. The report 
must be in affidavit form signed by the EEO Coordinator. The report, at a minimum, must 
contain the following information for each complaint, allegation or report of suspected race 
discrimination: the name, job title and work and personal addresses, phone numbers and email 
addresses for each person making the report, complaint or allegation; the name, job title and 
work and personal addresses, phone numbers and email addresses for each person engaging in 
the alleged discrimination; the name, job title and work and personal addresses, phone numbers 
and email addresses for each person subjected to the allegedly discrimination; the dates of the 
discrimination; a summary description of the alleged discrimination; the names, job titles and 
work and personal addresses, phone numbers and email addresses for each witness to the alleged 
discrimination; a summary of the steps taken during the investigation and dates those steps were 
taken including the names, job titles and work and personal addresses, phone numbers and email 
addresses for each person interviewed during the investigation; the results of the investigation; a
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description o f any disciplinaiy action taken and the dates o f  such disciplinary action. A final 
report will be sent to EEOC 42  calendar days before the date o f  the expiration o f  this Decree.
55. All materials required by this Decree to be sent to EEOC will be addressed to 
decreemonltor.nvdo@ecgc.gov and to Rosemary DiSavino, Senior Trial Attorney, Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission, Newark Area Office^ Two Gateway Center, Suite 1703, 
Newark, NJ, 07102-5233, rosemary.disavlno@eeoc.gov.
J. DURATION OF DECREE
56. This Decree will remain in effect for five (5) years from the date o f  entry.
57. i f  EEOC has notified FAPS, Tno. in writing not less than 14 calendar days before 
the expiration o f  this Decree that FAPS, Inc. is not in compliance with any term o f  this Decree^ 
FAPS, lnc.’s obligations under this Decree will remain in effect until the Court determines that 
FAPS, Inc. is in compliance.
58. This Decree will not expire while any enforcement action concerning this Decree 
is pending.
59. The Court retains jurisdiction over this action during the duration o f  this Decree. 
The matter may bo administratively closed but will not be dismissed during the duration o f  this 
Decree.
60. Unless otherwise specified, references to days shall refer to calendar days.
22
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COMMISSION 
New York District Office 
33 Whitehall St, 5th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 
212-336-3707






Two Gateway Center, Suite 1703
Newark, N J . 07102
973-645-6430
DATED: m e m  c3L_________12016
DeCotiis, Fitzpatrick & Cole, LLP 
Glenpoint Centre West 
500 Frank W. Burr Blvd., Ste. 31 
Teaneck, NJ 07666 
Attorneys ftr  PAPS, Inc.
DATED\M t Ufh ,2 0 1 6
SO ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED
DATED:_JUU \ M , -2016 L  \ - A . V 0 3  \ j
John Michael Vazquez 
Uni ten States District JudiT f fis) V)
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RECRUITMENT p l a n  OF FAPfi T\fn
1. FAPS, Inc. will make diligent, good faith efforts to recruit, sponsor and hire
qualified African Americans. FAPS, Inc. shall at all times, use the same 
criteria for hiring African Americans as are used when hiring non-African 
Americans. FAPS, Inc.’s efforts to increase its hiring of qualified African- 
American applicants shall include:
a. Advertising available positions in publications and media targeted to
the African American community, particularly in Essex and Union 
Counties;
b. Participation in at least one job/career fair annually in Essex and 
Union Counties.
2. FAPS, Inc. will continue to solicit applications from graduates of vocational 
and technical schools in Essex, Union and Hudson Counties that have 
automotive programs in an effort to recruit African Americans.
3. FAPS, Inc. will continue to engage and employ the Newark One Stop. Work 
Centers for the purpose of actively recruiting qualified African Americans.
4. FAPS, Inc. will employ radio, local cable television, internet and other 
media sources and outreach, the office of the Mayor of the City of Newark 
and to community organizations that are likely to reach qualified African 
American applicants to inform them of job opportunities at FAPS, Inc and 
mstruct applicants on how they can obtain a Waterfront Commission license 
for positions that require such a license.
5. FAPS, Inc. shall make diligent, good faith efforts to hire qualified African- 
American candidates. It agrees to make every effort to hire African 
Americans over the next 5 years, in the following proportions of the total
applicant pool beginning June 1, 2016 and as specified for each of the 
following years.
i. June 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016: 25% of newly hired warehouse 
workers will be African American;
1925237-1
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b. January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017: 25% of newly hired 
warehouse workers will be African American;
c. June 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018: 25% of newly hired warehouse 
workers will be African American;
A January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019: 25% of newly hired 
warehouse workers will be African American;
e. June 1,2020 to June 1, 2021: 25% of newly hired warehouse workers 
will be African American;
6. FAPS will refrain from the use of word-of-mouth recruiting as the primary 
means of recruiting and hiring job applicants.
7. FAPS will refrain from discouraging African American applicants and 
prospective applicants from completing the employment application process, 
including by not:
a. Asking applicants for entry-level-positions to list all languages in 
which they are fluent other than English.
b. Making pre-hire inquiries about the physical, mental or medical 
condition(s), Iimitation(s) and/or disability of job applicants.
c. Telling African-American applicants that their application for a 
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ANTI DISCRIMINATION PnT .Trv
Discrimination (LAD). Under no circumstances w ill the Company HiQrriminntn j , .  b  f  • f  
sex, race, creed, color, religion, national origin, civil union or dom estic partnership*^ status
unfairly they have the n g h t to address their concern with their supervisor, or i f  they prefer their 
Department Head or FA PS's EEO Coordinator, [insert name and £ £  n X f  *
toll fi-P,1?  i0rd|!r 10 enT ®  arw0rkpla?e * *  from discrimination, the Company has established a 
toU free telephone number for reporting any activity that reasonably and in good faith is  cause to 
beheve that a  violation o f  this P olicy has occurred. The telephone n u X  S  
You m ay also pursue a claun pursuant to Section 1.3 o f  this Policy. ' ' -------------------- -
1.0 Race/Color Discrimination
diserimination. involves treating som eone (an applicant or employee) unfavorably 
because he/she is  o f  a certain race or because o f  personal characteristics a S a t e d w t o
SlT ,  CKl0r’ 01 certain facial featura*  c ° lo r  discrimination involvw  treatmg som eone unfavorably because o f  skin color complexion.
Race/color discrimination also can involve treating som eone unfavorably because the 
person is married to (or associated with) a person o f  a certain race or color.
when itA' Rr e/C ° l0 r  D iscrin ,i,,ation  &  W ork Situations. The law forbids discrimination 
when it com es to any aspect o f  employment, including hiring, firing, pay, job assignments,
promotions, layoff, training, fringe benefits, and any other term or condition o f  I p l o y L ^ T
B. Race/Color Discrimination & Harassment It is  unlawful to harass a person 
because o f  that person s race or color. "
Harassment can include, for example, racial slurs, offensive or derogatory remarks about
DreWbk ° [  COl° r’ diSP'ay ° f  ra0ially' offi5nsive sym bol3- Although the law  doesn't 
prohibit sim ple teasing offhand comments, or isolated incidents that are not very serious
harassment is illegal when it is so frequent or severe that it creates a  hostile or offensive work
1920069-1
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environment or when it results in an 
or demoted).
ad v en e  employment decision (such as the victim  being fired
The harasser can be the v ictim ’s supervisor, a supervisor in another area, a  co-worker or 
som eone who is  not an em ployee o f  the employer, such as a  client or customer.
C . R ecruiting, H iring  a nd  A d van cem en t Job requirements must be uniformly and
consistently applied to persons o f  all races and colors. Even i f  a job  requirement is applied 
consistently, i f  it is  not important for job  performance or business needs, the requirement may be 
ound unlawful it i f  excludes persons o f  a certain racial group or color significantly more than 
others. Examples o f  potentially unlawful practices includes: (1) soliciting applications only from 
sources in which all or m ost potential workers are o f  the sam e race or color; (2) requirina 
applicants to have a certain educational background that is not important for job  performance or 
business needs; (3) testing applicants for knowledge, skills or abilities that are not important for 
job  performance or business needs.
Employers m ay legitim ately need information about their em ployee’s or applicant’s race 
for affinnauve action purposes and/or to track applicant flow. One w ay to obtain racial 
information and simultaneously guard against discriminatory selection is  for em ployeis to use 
separate forms or otherwise keep the information about an applicant’s race separate from the 
application. In that way, the employer can capture the information it needs but ensure that it is 
not used m  the selection decision.
Unless the information is for such a  legitimate purpose, pre-employment questions about 
race can suggest that race w ill be used as a basis for making selection decisions I f  the 
mformabon is  used in  Ihe selection decision and members o f  particular racial groups are 
excluded from employment, the inquiries can constitute evidence o f  discrimination.
1.1 Americans with Disabilities Act Compliance:
A  P olicy. In compliance with the Americans w ith Disabilities A ct (the "ADA") (he 
N ew  Jersey Law Against Discrimination ("LAD"), and all other applicable laws, the Company 
shall not discramnate against em ployees or applicants for employment on the basis o f  a known 
disabihty/handrcap that can be reasonably accommodated without undue hardship. This policy 
applies to all terms and conditions o f  employment, including but not limited to recruitment and 
hm ng, placement, promotion, termination, reductions in force or layoffs, transfers, leaves o f
Abn ? Ce,J?0I,iP*e^ at 0^1,, bCnefilS “ d training- To 1 ualify  m  disabled/handicapped under the 
AD A  and/or LAD, the individual must be able to perform the essential functions o f  the position 
with or without reasonable accommodation, and without creating a safety hazard to themselves 
co-em ployees or the public. ’
B. R easonable A ccom m odation. Any em ployee or applicant for employment, who
1920069-1
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because o f  a known disability or handicap needs a reasonable accommodation to apply for 
employment or to perform the essential functions o f  his or her job, should contact the Human 
Resource Manager. The Company w ill make reasonable attempts to accommodate qualified 
em ployees w ith known physical or m ental disabilities or handicaps, unless doing so would  
create an undue hardship on  the Company. The Human Resource Manager shall engage in an 
interactive dialogue w ith disabled/handicapped em ployees to identify reasonable 
accommodations that do not create an undue hardship. Som e exam ples o f  reasonable 
accommodations m ay include, but are not limited to, m odifications to facilities, equipment and 
work procedures, auxiliary aides and reassignment to vacant positions for which the em ployee is 
qualified (including, but not lim ited to, possessing the necessary education, experience, training, 
skills, licenses, certificates or other job-related requirements). Em ployees w ho are reassigned to 
a vacant position shall receive the salary o f  their new position. Accommodations that create an 
undue hardship on the Company are not required. Accommodations that pose an undue hardship 
include, but are not lim ited to, those which are unduly expensive, extensive or disruptive, or 
w hich  fundamentally alter the nature o f  the position. The Company is not required to offer 
permanent "light" duty, relocate essential job  functions or provide personal item s such as 
eyeglasses, hearing aids, wheelchairs, etc.
C . H andicap A ccessib le Facilities. The Company will endeavor to m ake every 
work environment handicap accessible and all future construction and renovation o f  facilities 
w ill b e  in  accordance w ith the AD A, the LAD and applicable barrier-free Federal and State 
regulations.
D . D isab ility-R elated  Inquiries and M edical Exam ination
(i) _ Pre-Offer. Under no circumstances shall the Company require a job
applicant to submit to a m edical examination, respond to disability-related or m edical inquiries 
or provide information concerning prior workers' com pensation claim s before m a h y  a 
conditional job  offer. B
(ii) Past-Offer- The Company m ay condition a jo b  offer upon the 
satisfactory result o f  a post-offer m edical examination or disability related inquiry i f  such a 
m edical exam ination or disability-related inquiry is  required o f  all em ployees in  the given iob 
category. Failure to hire based upon a post-offer m edical examination must be job-related and 
consistent w ith business necessity. In such event, it m ust also be clear that no reasonable 
accom m odation could be m ade or that sam e w ould im pose an undue hardship upon the
(h i) S sp lo y m eq t. After employment begins, the Company w ill make a 
disability-related inquiry or require a m edical exam ination on ly  i f  job  related and consistent 
w ith  business necessity. 1
1) M edical examinations or disability-related inquiries m ay be required i f  
an em ployee  is  having d ifficu lty  perform ing the essential functions o f
1920069-1
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! ^ Cu - r t C^ LCb^ e y ' 1118 dEtcnnined that su ch  d ifficu lty  arises from  
8 ? 8f blIlty’ tbo C - P > " y  sha11 take appropriate m easures to  detennine  
w hether such disab ihty  m ay b e  reasonably accommodated w ithout undue 
narasnip on  the Com pany.
2) M ed ica l exam inations or disability-related inquiries m a y  a lso  be 
required in  the event that an em ployee becom es ill, injured or is  a 
d ia g n o sed  w ith a con d ition  w h ich  m ay  m ateria lly  a ffec t jo b  
performance. I f  i t  is  determ ined that such illn ess , injuries or diagnosis 
qualifies as a disability/handicap, the Company shall take appropriate 
m easures to determine whether such disability/handicap m ay be  
reasonably accommodated without undue hardship on the Company.
Em ployees should also offer assistance, to the extent possible, to any m em ber o f  the 
public w ho requests or needs an accommodation w hen visiting Company facilities A nv  
questions concerning proper assistance should b e  directed to Human R e s c u e  M a n ^ a
E. C ontagious or  L ife  T hreaten ing Illnesses P olicy
m phj? !caUy and mcnta*ly able to perform the essential functions o f  
thnt n ?  S T *  ° r reaSOna^la acc°m m odation) without undue risk to their ow n  health or 
r t  0ther1IemPi ° yee3 o r “ embera ° f t h e  P«blic. A s in  the case o f  other d i s a b S  the 
Com pany w ill make reasonable attempts to accommodate qualified em ployees with contortion  
diseases or life  threatening illnesses unless doing so  w ould create an undue hardship on the
S ^ S . 0" "  ■ d“ “ * » f  t o  o t o ,  r f
«. - ^  Em ployees who tail to discloso contagious illnessfes) which wmiM nnam n
to®01 t o » t  <o t o  W O ,  and mu, o f  o t o  t o p l o j t o  S  t o S i T T J S S  K  
appropnate disciplinary action including termination. F suoject to toe
. . .  . „ C w fidgntfolity  o f  M edical Records. A ll m edical inform ation shall he
treated confidentially. Managers and other em ployees have a reSp o n sib S “ m l t a h  f te  
confidentia lity  o f  em ployee m edical information. A nyone inappropriate!? d i s c i n g  such 
inform ation shall be subject to disciplinary action. T he Com pany w ill take reasonable 
precaution , 0,  p o t t o  t o t  io fonoatioo  B oo, im pptopriate t o c l o t o  L u d i o ^ o S X
•  M ed ica l inform ation m ay be d isclosed w ith the prior written informed consent o f  the 
person who is the subject o f th e  information.
•  ^ fo rm a tio n  m ay b e  d isclosed  without the prior written consent o f th e  person w ho is 
the subject o f  the inform ation to qualified individuals for the purpose o f  conducting
a.UdilS md program evaluations, but these in d iv id u a l 
shall not identify, either directly or indirectly, the person who is  the subject o f  the
1920069-1
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record in  a report or evaluation, or o therw ise  d isclose  the person's identity in  any  
3 !T r ' ev?u T ti?n °D ^  *0 thesc indlvidual!> unless it is vital to the
'  j j j j j j j y j j j j  m a y  be d i3closed ‘o * =  Departm ent o f  H ealth as required b y  State or
M anagers and other em ployees have a responsibility to maintain the confidentially o f  
1.3 HARASSM ENT
A  JCsUsKr T he C om pany is  com m itted to  providing and m aintaining a w ork  
environm ent that respects the dignity and worth o f  each  individual. A ll em ployees shall be  
permitted to w ork m  an environment free from all forms o f  unlawful discrimination and
b e h a v i o r ' s T  ^ V * " * * *  ha™asin& coc™ v e  or disruptive. Inappropriate workplace  
behavior and unlawful harassment o f  an em ployee b y  another em ployee, manager, supplier
volunteer or business invitee are prohibited. T h is p o lic y  applies to all harassment occurring  
m  the w ork  envuonm ent, whether on Company prem ises or in  any employment-related 
setting. The purpose o f  this p o licy  is  to foster a w ork environm ent that is  free from all forms 
o f  harassment, w hether that harassment is  because o f  race, creed, color, national origin, 
ancestry, age relig ion , gender (including gender id en tity  or expression), disability, marital 
status, a ffection a l or sexual orientation, veteran status, dom estic partner status, genetic
d S S  ^  itaty’ Ce“Ular OT bI° ° d tn a  or « V  legally protected
Violation o f  this harassment policy will subject employees to disciplinary action, up to and 
including immediate discharge. F
. B' H araasm ept D efined. Sexual harassm ent is  defined as: unw elcom e
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors and other verbal or physical conduct based on gender or 
sexual orientation when: i.
i. Subm ission to such conduct is  m ade either explicitly  or  im plicitly a term  
or condition o f  an individual's employment; or
ii. Subm ission to or rejection o f  such conduct by an individual is used as 
the basis for em ploym ent d ec ision s affecting such individual; or
iii. Such conduct has the purpose or e ffe c t  o f  unreasonably interfering w ith  
an individual's work perform ance or creating an intim idating, h o stile  or
1920069-1
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o ffen siv e  w orking environm ent.





G f neralized Sender or sexual orientation based 
rem arks and/or behavior, w h eth er or n o t m eant to b e  derogatory or 
provocative. For exam ple, u se  o f  stereotypes, o ffen siv e , insultfng, 
derogatory or degrading rem arks based on  gender or sexual 
u™ 8  sexually exp lic it language, gender or  sex  based  
pranks or jo k e s , and the disp lay o f  sexually  su ggestive  objects or 
pictures in the workplace. J
SeductiveB ebsviori Inappropriate, unwanted, offensive physical or verbal 
sexual advances. For exam ple, unw elcom e or repeated flirtations 
propositions or advances, unw elcom e physical contact, w histline’ 
leering, improper gestures, tricks or horseplay. 
jjg ” ! B ” bery: Solicitation o f  sexual activity or other sex-linked  
behavior b y  prom ise o f  reward. For exam ple, demands for sexual 
favors in exchange for favorable or preferential treatment, such as a raise or 
a good performance evaluation,
Ssxual Coercion: Coercion o f  sexual activity b y  threat o f  punishment 
For exam ple, threatening to take or taking adverse employment actions' 
j^ m ted .B dl3ChErSC’ dem otion or reassignm ent, i f  sexual favors are not
Scyual A m # ;  Gross sexual im position, such as touching, f tw im p  
grabbing or assaulting. &
. . r  C ’ g f fr4W ment D efined . For the purposes o f  this policy, other harassment
s defined as verbal or physical conduct that denigrates or show s h ostility  or aversion  
toward an m dividual because o f  his/her race, creed, color, national origin, ancestiy  age 
religion , gender, disability, marital status, affectional or sexual orientation, veteran states’ 
dom estic partner status, genetic inform ation, atypical hereditary cellular or b lood trait or 
any other leg a lly  protected classification, and that:
a. Creates an intim idating, hostile  or o ffen siv e  work environment: or
b. Unreasonably interferes w ith an individual's work perform ance.
Som e exam ples o f  such harassment are: using epithets or slurs; mocking; ridiculing or 
m im ickm g anothers culture, accent, appearance or customs; threatening, intimidating or 
engaging m  hostile or offensive acts that focus on an individual's race, creed, color, national
" T *  an“ S7 ’ “f ” rehglon'18Ender' mcludine  8mder identity or expression, disability, marital 
status, affectional or sexual orientation, veteran status, dom estic partner status genetic 
information, atypical hereditary cellular or blood trait or any o L  legally protected 
classification, including jokes and pranks; the displaying on w alls, bulletin boards or elsewhere 
on  Company premises, or circulating in the workplace, written or graphic material that
1920069-1
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denigrates or shows hostility  or aversion towards a person or group because o f  race, creed, color, 
tional origin, ancestry, age, religion, gender, including gender identity or expression 
disability, mantal status, affections] or sexual orientation, veteran status, dom estic p arted  status’ 
®™egj£ c^ ° ™ at,0n’ atyplcal hereditary cellular or blood trait or any other legally  protected
„ar Th<!* ^ an * eS0Urce M anager o f  tho Company ia hereby designated the A nti­
H arassm ent O fficer . P erso n s w h o, b y  reason o f  circumstances, are uncomfortable d ir^ ctM  a
nnrf/ni 1 ^ U™an R esourco M anager m ay report sam e to his/her Department Head 
and/or any supervisor or m anagerwith whom  the em ployee feels c o m f o r t a b k T S f  the  
com plaint, , or w ith F A P S’s EEO Coordinator, [insert n in e ] ,  or b y  c S ta c tin a  o u r t o l l . f S  
hotlm e [insert num ber],who w ill then bring the complaint to  the appropriate authorities.
.p P S!lmCnt bY C p n tr ,c t? r  ^ Vp"ri" ^ - Harassm ent o f  any em ployee, in  
connection with their work, b y  a contractor or vendor may also violate this Policy. A n y employee 
wIk) experiences harassm ent by a contractor or vendor, or who observes harassment o f m  
em ployee b y  a contractor or vendor, should report such harassment in accordance w ith this
s u b S t k S T n  “te aCti° n WU1 bC t3ken a80in8t 1hC contractor or vendor i f  the complaint is  substantiated M o w in g  an  investigation. p
E . C sBfldentiatitY . To the extent possible, all harassment com plaints and
r, C°.°dUCtcd “  8 n“ nMr to confidentiality o f  the complainant, the
a lleged  harasser and a ll w itnesses. A ll parties involved  in  the proceedings w ill be  advised  
o  maintain strict confidentiality , from  the initial m eeting to the final decision , to safeguard
S w f v T T  ° f  aU inVOlVCd H ° WCVer‘ UOtt^  “ d confidentiality « L » t
alw ays be guaranteed r f  a proper investigation is to be carried out and, where appropriate
action is  to b e  taken against the alleged wrongdoer. A ny report generated as a n S Z f  the 
investigation o f  a  com plaint filed under this policy shall be maintained as confidential except as 
to any Company personnel who need knowledge o f  the contents o f  the report in order to c v X a te  
and/or ca n y  out its recommendations, or as required by law.
F . No  R eta lia tion . It shall be a v io lation  o f  th is  p o licy  for ony em p lo y ee  to 
take rep osa ls against any person because she/he has filed  a com plaint, testified  or assisted
G a in st th°Ceedm,88 “  ±1S P o ,lcy ' Threats< othCT forms o f  intim idation and/or retaliation  
against the com p la in an tor  any other party based on  involvem ent in  the complaint process
m ay b e  cause for drsciplm ery action. There w ill be no discrim ination or retaliation against 
any individual who f ile s  a good-faith harassm ent com plaint pursuant to this P o licy , even i f  
the investigation  ultim ately prodnees insufficient evidence to support the com plaint
. . .  G ' I S jln in g- T °  assure that em ployees understand this policy  and their 
obligations, the C om p any shall period ically  conduct anti-harassm ent training relating to 
th is p o licy  and conduct that potentially violates this policy. 8
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L3 Employee Complaint Investigation Procedures
Policy and or to be improper. 1 “ ey  bebevo t 0 13010 violation o f  this
harassm ent a n d f o T X  m a ^ l o p ^ m T h L i o H f  2  .discrim ination.
i f  they  observe the h a r a s s m e n t o f L T e r £ £ £  * * 0VB ^ . an beine  harassed or 
problem  is  essentia l to the su ccess o f  this P o lic v  The r  ° appropnate Personnel o f  any  
problem  u n less  it know s a b o * f t  E ^ o y e c s ^ r l  ^  ahebavim
th o u g h  a third party, to n o tify  ^  d t a *  ° r
o ffen sive  and unw elcom e. H ow ever failure fn do a thati the behavior m  question is 
All em ployees have the right, and su p e rv iso r  h a v J T d S ^ f t S i l f ”*  * ?°m p,aint- 
report any and all statem ents, acts or behavior b y  a c o - e m S ™  ,5  “  m form ally
w hich are deem ed or perceived b y  the affected emnin ,  ^ P y. or supervisory personnel 
or to he .  violation o f t b l X l i o J
» ™  Manager, to ^V yZ TSL’J'Z S  S ‘ “  ' •  U*=
m anagerw ith w hom  the em p lo y ee  fo e ls  com fortlm  w  ™  and/or any supervisor or 
EEC Coordinator, [ i n s e r T S r o r  ^  £ C° ” p la in t , or with FAPS’s
Em ployees w ho lo d g e  a com plain t c m  b e  M s u r e d ^ a t0 * ? 66 h0d? °  [msert numberl- 
senously, and w ill be  promptly and thmmiohl v  k i a a H a ^  *  Complault w ,u  b0 taken
lS H £ S s^ ? to or^ ;to 2 sure tbe integrity °f tbe
this P olicy . U pon observing or being i n E J d  o f  a n ^ i ^ f d T * ^  co“ pliancc with 
other improper behavior in vio lation  o f  any o f t h e C ^ M v ^ ? ? , “^t,0a, harassment or 
required to take appropriate im m edia “ L f o n  in  i n S ’ " "
investigation , taking appropriate rem edial action  and ,-!fP • ‘ m cl“ dmB conducting an 
under this P o licy  and^ applicableTaws^ S °  “ o{tb™ ^  
harassment^ discrim ination  or im proner behavior P° r> adecluately addresB such 
result in  discipiinaty actioa  P P “  8 v ,o la t,o n  o f  ^  P olicy  and will
EEO °r  verbal complaints to the
pursuant to the G e n ^ l  A n t i S L s m ^  complaint was made
Discrimination P olicy  A  file  w ill i »  „ ,  £ £  . , ^ h  ^exuai1 Harassment Policy or Anti­
investigation procedure' M o w e d  and the r e s p o ^ i ' f c t i o n p k ^ 8  ^  complaint'
w riting. I f  the w m p la k t 'is  m a d e ^ S  t te  t a d S d u ??ShLZto **
S S S T  8 ^  d0“ which * * *  * *• da- d stV ra7b T L S dbey^
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, . ^  employee is reluctant to sign a written complaint. the EPn r<nnni: - .i
investigator wiU prepare written notes o f the date, time ^ 2  o f t h e S r S - ^ T ^  ? 
specific allegations. These notes will be read backto the em p toyl w how iU beT B kX oaS i I?
preferably in writing the information's accuracy. P y no wiu oe aBked to affinn,





The nam e and department o f  the complainant;
The nam e and department o f  the charged party;
The nature and circumstances, in detail,’ o f the alleged harassment 
discrimination or improper behavior including but not lim ited to the 
rnyunes or consequences suffered by the complainant, the names o f anv
w S r J ° h UhChh“ ^°“ i,andu,lie  dUration ofthB actions “  question; and * 
Whether such behavior has been  prev iou sly  reported to a supervisor or other 
person, and i f  so, when and to whom . u a supervisor or other
TrTr! in*his™cti°nshallP™e"* ‘he complainant from providing such other information or documents he/she believes are essential to the fair adjudication of his/her complaint.
Interviewing the complainant;
h iterview ing a ll potential w itnesses, including those persons w ho m ay have 
knowledge o f  sim ilar incidents; J
Interviewing the charged party;
R ev iew in g  m unicipal records for sim ilar incidents in v o lv in g  the  
complainant and/or the charged party; and
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prepare a w r it te n ^ m n m a r ^ o ^ ia ^ H n v ^ g a r io n  T^eE E O  C oon U rT ’ tIl“„ inV^ ti8Btor 
within fourteen d a y i X t o e  investigation K m p i e f e  WlU ^  a decision
L validity o f  a complaint cannot bo determined
or to eco m p la in t u  groundless, the complaining em ployee should S  
notified in  writing. Care should be ta k e / t o  a v L ^ L  S f i c 
confrontetrona1 or accusatory and to avoid any language C r S t  be 
conshned as defamatory. A  general statement is u s u ^ y  m o ^ r 3 r i a t e  
W“  * 0I'°“ghIy  investigated, but could not be s S c f e n t ly
d t0 JUStify taking fonnal action- H e  employee
should be assured that fiiture complaints w ill be investigated and that the
Company is committed to eliminating wrongful employment practices 
when toey are found to e x is t  I f  tire n e g a t i o n  S  Z °T  
complainant n a t io n a l ly  and m aliciously levied false c h a r g e s a g a S t  toe 
alleged wrongdoer, too complamant must be notified o f  the scrioL ness o f  
filmg a  false complaint, and the appropriate disciplinary penalty under toe 
circumstances, up to and including termination.
“ ■ S r“ tivC ^  investigation reveals that the complaint is 
justified and substantiated, the EEO Coordinator w ill f o l i a t e  a 
corrective action plan, as w ell as possible d i s d p l i ^  S a  u S  
c o n ta in in g  em ployee wiO be notified, in writing to i l  it mtocms L  toe 
complamt was justified and an appropriate rLponse b e t
fonnulated. A  copy o f  the response plan should be attached to toe letter 
The response plan should provide for appropriate remedial acticra to 
prevent a recurrence o f  the wrongful act o r b K o r .  It m ay i v e  afos^ 
o f  pay or even dismissal (subject to a Collective Bargaining Agreement)
r . To toe extent possible, all complaints and investigations will be
conducted m  a  manner to protect toe confidentiality o f  toe complainant, toe a lleged  f i L i  a t
confidentiality , from  the initial m oating to the final decision  to aafeounrri i t . .  • .
reputation o f  invalyed. H o w ™ ,  anonym ity and""
*  * ■ - * *  -  - <■— — » •  >»
-ah . J ri, U a S X ^ . l £ L n I  Z  7'°™  *
in any proceeding In title Policy, dhream,
z x .  z z z z z z  Cab„“i r r r 17
m y  individual w ho files a good-faito harassm ent c o m p l a m t X U T t T p o l f o y  e T e ^  
the in vestiga tion  ultimately produces insufficient evidence to support toe com plaint
1920069-1
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1.4 Continuing Workplace Training.
cmployer/employee disputes and violations o f m p S 2 T r i S 8eStl0nB ^  f°  aVOid
1920069-1
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Time period covered by this complaint:
Individuals who allegedly committed thei acts being complained of:
Describe the nature and dates of the acts allegedly committed by each individual:
Identify all persons with knowledge of the complained conduct:
1920069-1
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Are there any document, or other evidence that support, the occurrence.
described above?
Have you missed any time from work or incurred 
result of the alleged acts? any un-relmbursed medical expenses as a
Are you afraid that someone mav retaliate aoninnt
so, please Identify the per.on(s) and indicate the y° U ? e,d tU s comPlaint7 If
retaliate against you. * Ir° u f®eI ^*e personfs) may
W hat is your requested remedy for this complaint?
1920069-1
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The information provided above is  true and correct to the beat o f  m y  knowledge. 
------------------------------------ --------------- - DATE;
By:
To investigate your com plaint, it w ill be necessary to interview vn,. th* ,
«tst io ™ ld l° Z i„ “ d T « h S 8 ““  inv' ”ie"i°n orra,,li*tion’c“,Id
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Appendix B
1 ^ ° ™  a c k n o w l e d g e m e n t  o f  r e c e ip t  o f  f o iia i 
em pl o y m e n t  OPPORTUNITY, A N TI-H ^SSM e n t  




hm sam ent, I M U S T ^ S o ^ o  M L S X e ^ e S^ ^ ^ ° ? 0" i e b‘related
and coirecting unacceptable workplace behavior. f ^ pmposes of Preventing
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EQUAI* C 0_ N
I Nmrit Cuter, 21‘  Fhcr 
u-..,., . Nnn*,fC07I(n.S233
U n f a (U0> « * * » 0MtohibmttbiampTnr: m m im
™ »«kW iw(Dili (973)643-4it4 
TTY (973) (45-3004 
FAX (973) 643^524
J  the United States Equal
“ to r ft l employment preafem  ■“'« “ *<»** PAPS, l ie . to
EEOC allo alleged that FAPS, IneSlUcrnitinn ^ Sh2 TI1fI!iT^£erM,U d,M,biU«es*
performance o f the job. “npamnents that would prevent satisfactory
pureuant to federal law. Federal law  abo mSblbST"-™ T ’ "  B“ e,fc tofora*«on  
an employee for objecting to or utertinn eo I w ^ “ J!mployer from retaliating against 
cooperating in the investigation or H t h u ^ ^ ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f ,Cr,m,I,,<,0I, or harassment, 
participating u  a w l t n e X ^ S t a ^ t a  £ ? *  °„f  dJ^ 1minirtlon or harassment, 
discrimination or harassment or otherwise ex«*liin1,,|! |S^ V * <MI °r  ° f  ■ charge o f
prohibiting discrimination, hanusm eataod r e ta to X ^  °rberrigbtM “ t o  laws
The terms o f the Consent Decree require that FAPS, Inc;
1  s s & Z t t v s s s s s t t s s s : * '










4  ■ and inatructfoni on
nude before n Job offer li nudes related pre-employment InouWei
Pay S350.000 Into a  fand to h .  Jumu ,
dlicrbnlnatory practice*; R<ed 10 Perion* harmed by PAPS’*
Inc.'. complhncc 'EE0") CgcnUnUir to n u n  FAPS,
<h KE°  C',‘"'l" to''b  “■» pofonnuue of Hi. ElO  Coordln.ic,',
£ £ £ ^ ^ ™ ! ^ ~ ^ J £ 2 S X Z 2 ! z .
i ^ ! ~ J ~ £ S Z E 2 Z 2 2 S * ^
i and alio to
onK S J S 0" ™ ^
Two Gateway Center, Suite 1703 
Newark, N J 07102-5233 
(800) 669-4000 
www.eeoc.gov
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MEMORANDUM TO ALL FAPS EMPLOYEES
FAPS, Inc. is pleased to announce that we have resolved the dispute 
with the United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) 
by way of an April 25,2016 Consent Decree. The Company is and will 
continue to be dedicated to providing equal employment opportunity for all 
qualified applicants regardless of race. We will continue our outreach to 
trade schools in order to recruit African-American applicants.
Under the terms of the Consent Decree that FAPS has entered into with 
the EEOC, FAPS agrees to abide by all federal laws prohibiting employment 
discrimination, including laws which prohibit race discrimination and 
retaliation. The Company will continue to make diligent and good faith 
efforts to recruit, sponsor and hire qualified African Americans.
We have established a toll free hotline number to receive reports of 
suspected race discrimination and retaliation. That number is 800- . We
have hired an EEO Coordinator that will assist us in complying with ail anti­
discrimination laws based upon our newly revised policy that you will soon be
We have also strengthened our training programs in order to ensure 
that fair hiring practices remain in place. Our workforce will all be trained in 
anti-discrimination laws on a regular basis.
receiving.
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